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Sales by Multi-Product Retailers

1 Introduction

Supermarkets use periodic price promotions, or “sales” on a regular basis for a variety of products. Al-

though the economic rationale underlying sales for fashion items (Pashigian 1988; Epstein 1998), consumer

durables (Varian 1980; Blattberg, Eppen, and Lieberman 1981) and storable food products (Pesendorfer

2002; Hosken and Reiffen 2001) is well established, relatively little is understood about why supermarkets

promote perishable items such as fresh fruits and vegetables, dairy products or meat. This relative lack

of attention is particularly surprising given the importance fresh produce plays in attracting consumers to

an individual store (Produce Marketing Association 2001) and the average profitability of perishable items.

While the literature on price dispersion offers many alternative explanations for why sales are used and

how they can exist in equilibrium, few theoretical models recognize the dominant feature of food retailing.

Namely, supermarkets sell multiple products that meet often complementary needs. Such demand comple-

mentary can explain the existence of loss-leaders in a retail environment (Holton 1957; Bliss 1988), but not

the precise number of products offered on sale each week, nor the size of the discount. Indeed, there is very

little research that addresses the interdependent roles of the depth and breadth of price promotion among

multi-product perishable-good retailers.

The primary contribution of this paper lies in demonstrating that sales among perishable food items

are mixed-strategy equilibria among multi-product retailers in which managers choose both the size of the

promotion and the number of products to promote. A simple theoretical model shows that the number of

products offered for sale and the depth of their discount are complementary tools in increasing both share and

category volume. Tests of this hypothesis are conducted within a general model of differentiated-products

retail equilibrium by estimating both demand and price-setting equations in a framework similar to recent

studies by Chintagunta (2002), Nevo (2001), Besanko, Gupta and Jain (2001) and Cotterill, Putsis and Dhar

(2000). In this way, we derive a set of empirical rules governing the choice of promotional breadth and depth

as well as an estimate of the impact of price promotion on both product- and category-level demand. Based
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on results obtained by estimating this model using detailed, comprehensive retail scanner data for several

important perishable product categories, we find that perishable products are indeed offered as loss-leaders,

and not simply loss-makers.

2 Rationale for Price Promotion

Theories of why retail firms may find it rational to periodically reduce prices, and then raise them again

shortly thereafter, revolve around a few key assumptions regarding either the structure of the market, firm

behavior, or consumer behavior. First, violations of the “law of one price” can arise within a competitive

equilibrium provided consumers differ in the cost of search (Stigler 1961; Rob 1985), the degree of price-

information they possess in an ex ante or buy in an ex post sense (Varian 1980; Burdett and Judd 1983;

Carlson and McAfee 1983), their cost of inventory holding (Blattberg et al. 1981; Aguirregabiria 1999), their

loyalty to a particular store (Villas-Boas 1995; Pesendorfer 2002) or their intensity of demand (Jeuland and

Narasimhan 1985; Pesendorfer 2002) or if firms differ in their costs of production (Reinganum 1979).

Second, a price promotion can also be the result of price discrimination by a retailer who allocates goods

among high-value and low-value consumers either at one point in time (Salop 1977; Salop and Stiglitz 1977;

Narasimhan 1984; Banks and Moorthy 1999), or over time as low-valuation consumers accumulate prior

to a sale (Stokey 1979; Conlisk, Gerstner and Sobel 1984; Sobel 1984; Landsberger and Meilijson 1985).

Third, promotions may arise if retailers are uncertain regarding the level of demand so must reduce prices

in order to attract enough customers to clear their inventory (Rothschild 1974; Lazear 1986; Pashigian

1988). Fourth, retailers may conduct sales for strategic reasons, perhaps as trigger strategies designed to

implicitly support a collusive oligopoly (Green and Porter 1984; Lal 1990) or out of a recognition that

low prices now will invite relatively benign punishments from rivals (Rotemberg and Saloner 1986). Fifth,

managers often regard price promotion as an essential part of introducing a new product (Bass 1980; Spatt

1981). None of these explanations, however, are appropriate in a retail food marketing environment where

products are perishable, retailers sell multiple, possibly complementary, goods and individual stores tend to

interact in highly competitive local markets. While much of the theoretical and empirical research relies

on intertemporal price discrimination to explain sales of fashion items, durable goods or storable products,
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supermarkets using a HI-LO or promotional pricing strategy typically offer sales on perishable items on a

daily basis. Because perishable goods tend to be purchased frequently, at regular intervals and are typically

not stored for long, intertemporal price discrimination can be ruled out. Nonetheless, price discrimination

that exploits other sources of variation in willingness to pay among consumers is still plausible. In fact,

many consumers are loyal to a particular store for reasons of geographic proximity, product assortment, store

attributes, or due to the effectiveness of a frequent shopper program. Moreover, with the importance of fresh

produce to overall supermarket sales, motivations that exploit the complementarity of produce demand with

other items may be particularly important.

Indeed, the dominant rationale given by retail managers for using price promotions is to build store

traffic, or use sale products as "loss leaders."1 Loss-leaders are products that are offered at a sufficiently

deep discount to attract consumers to the store and, while buying the loss-leader, purchase other relatively

high margin products at the same time. Hess and Gerstner (1987), Bliss (1988), Epstein (1988), Lal

and Matutes (1995), McAfee (1995) and Hosken and Reiffen (2001) explicitly allow for multiple-product

interactions typical of food retailing, but do not provide convincing empirical evidence that loss-leaders, or

even complementarity, are significant factors driving price promotions among food products. Bliss (1988)

explains the existence of loss-leaders by suggesting that retailers price according to Ramsey taxation rules

such that losses on one product are made up by profits on others. Lal and Matutes (1994) specify a model in

which loss-leader sales increase total firm profit by generating higher store traffic. According to their logic,

shopping involves significant economies of scale so, once attracted to a store through loss-leading promotions,

consumers minimize per unit search costs by buying other items on the same trip. Hess and Gerstner (1987)

develop a similar model in which they show that demand complementarity can cause retailers to offer loss-

leaders and “rain checks” that allow consumers to receive the same deal in the future if the loss-leader sells

out on a particular day. Giulietti and Waterson (1997) offer a multi-product retail pricing model similar

to Bliss (1988) which admits the possibility of loss-leaders, but use this model to explain only continuous

price variation and not periodic sales. Epstein (1988), on the other hand, develops a multi-product version

of van Praag and Bode (1992) in which he maintains the dominant rationale for sales among fashion goods

1Commonly, a loss leader is a product that is advertised and sold below marginal cost in order to attract buyers to purchase
other, related items in a multi-product retail environment.
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is the ability of sales among some goods to increase demand for others. Without relying as explicitly on

potential complementarity, McAfee (1985) presents a multi-product version of Burdett and Judd’s (1983)

price dispersion model. In this model, cross-sectional price variation is driven by a lack of ex post price

information on the part of some consumers for commodities within a particular group, some of which may,

in fact, be loss-leaders. In the closest theoretical model to this research, Hosken and Reiffen (2001) develop

a model of perishable and non-perishable product sales in which increased revenue from non-discounted

perishables supports deep price discounts among non-perishable products. Their model assumes, however,

that retail managers price all products with cross-category considerations firmly in mind. This is not the case

in reality. Moreover, their empirical analysis provides only weak support for the hypotheses of their model.

Indeed, despite the theoretical importance of complementarity, empirical support for the effectiveness of

loss-leaders remains elusive.

Pesendorfer (2002) tests the impact of promotional pricing for ketchup on the demand for detergent,

soup and yogurt sales in the same store and finds little empirical support for the sales externalities that

would be expected of a loss-leader. These other products, however, are sufficiently unrelated to ketchup

that we would expect the loss-leader impact to be of second-order magnitude if present at all. Rather, any

loss-leader evidence is more likely to be contained to the same general product category within the store —

among goods that are complementary and not independent in demand. Nonetheless, Walters and McKenzie

(1988) find results similar to Pesendorfer in a sample of weekly supermarket sales and profit performance

for two stores over a 131 week period. On a weekly basis, only one of eight loss-leaders caused store traffic

to increase and none were profitable, while double couponing was more profitable, but not due to a traffic

effect. These results are also supported by findings by Arnold, Oum and Tigert (1983) in a broader study

of the determinants of supermarket choice, who find that store location, overall low prices, and cleanliness

are more important drivers of store traffic than weekly specials. Other studies in the marketing literature,

however, find that price promotions, if not loss-leaders, are effective in increasing product and category sales.

Empirical work in this area finds that sales can impact demand in several ways. First, Blattberg, Eppen,

and Lieberman (1981), Neslin, Henderson and Quelch (1985), and Bucklin and Gupta (1992) each estimate

the effect of promotion on some type of contemporaneous consumer choice — what brand to choose, how
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much to buy, or when to buy it, while Gupta (1988) estimates all three. Gupta (1988) is notable in that

he finds most of the sales increment due to price promotion for ground coffee comes from brand switching

(84%), while only 14% is due to purchase acceleration and 2% due to stockpiling (a 14/84/2 rule). Pauwels,

Hanssens, and Siddarth (2002), on the other hand, suggest that price promotions are likely to have significant

dynamic components arising from both adjustment effects or permanent impacts and find that a 39/58/3

breakdown is a better description of long-run consumer response to a price promotion. Clearly, much more of

the sales impact comes from an increase in purchase incidence relative to brand switching while very little is

due to increased purchase volumes. Similar acceleration effects in highly perishable items, however, may lead

to greater overall consumption because inventories cannot be held for long. Nijs et al. (2001) report evidence

of superior promotion effectiveness for perishable products in a two-stage econometric model in which they

first estimate response parameters among a large number of product categories using a VARX model and

then explain differences in response in a second-stage generalized least squares approach. Other recent

studies of the impact of promotion on purchase behavior go beyond estimation of the “primitive” elasticities

of incidence, choice and quantity to conduct meta-analyses of the response parameters themselves. Bell,

Chiang and Padmanabhan (1999) use this approach to find that storability has a positive effect on primary

demand response to promotions (quantity, but not incidence) as well as a positive effect on secondary demand,

or brand choice.

A second group of studies investigates not only whether price promotions impact demand, but con-

sumer behavior more generally in terms of their brand loyalty or price sensitivity (Lattin and Bucklin 1989;

Guadagni and Little 1983). These studies find that frequent promotions tend to reduce consumers’ sensi-

tivity to price changes as they come to expect and anticipate periodic price reductions. While loyalty is

clearly relevant to retailer profitability, few empirical analyses study the direct impact of price promotions

on store traffic. Whereas Walters and MacKenzie (1988) find little empirical rationale for using loss-leaders,

more recent research by Dreze (1995) and Chintagunta (2002) finds that retailers do indeed tend to use

promotions on national brands to attract more customers. In doing so, Chintagunta (2002) applies a ran-

dom coefficient logit model of consumer demand and optimal pricing developed by Berry (1994) and Berry,

Levinsohn and Pakes (1995) to a detailed chain-level data set of retail pain-killer sales. While this approach
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offers advantages of flexibility, parsimony and robustness, it is unable to estimate the impact of promotions

on market-size, as opposed to market-share. Consequently, in order to test the effect of promoting perishable

goods on store volume, this study develops a two-level model of category volume and product share similar to

Hausman (1997) while accounting for the endogeneity of discount prices and the number of products offered

each week. In this way, the model is not only able to test whether price promotions are able to generate

incremental store traffic, but also whether they are consistent with a theoretical explanation for retail sales.

3 Theoretical Model of Price Promotions for Perishable Products

In this model, promotions are offered on perishable products in a competitive, multi-product, retail envi-

ronment where storage and, hence, intertemporal price discrimination, is not possible. Assuming market

size and number of products that form a typical "shopping basket" are fixed, the total demand facing an

individual store is equal to its share of consumers multiplied by the number of products. Retailers use price

promotions to increase market share, or store traffic. Each consumer, therefore, is assumed to purchase only

one unit of each good. There are two types of consumers. Loyal consumers purchase from a particular store

either because of geographic proximity (transportation costs), store-preference or a lack of information as

to lower cost alternatives. Non-loyal consumers, on the other hand, shop among stores for the lowest price

for their entire "basket" of goods. Retailers compete for non-loyal consumers, or "shoppers," using both

discount depth and the number of sale products offered, or breadth of the sale. In other words, non-loyals

shop while retailers offer a greater number of goods on sale. Demand accumulates across stores until a re-

tailer has sufficient incentive to offer enough sale goods to attract the non-loyals. Once non-loyals find this

store, they buy immediately. This process is similar to the dynamic models of Sobel (1984) or Pesendorfer

(2002), but latent demand builds over stores rather than time and consumers do not differ in their maximum

willingness to pay. Consumers buy from only one store because it is assumed that shopping entails sufficient

economies of scale so that further shopping is never optimal (Warner and Barsky 1995).

Formally, the model is a static, multi-product generalization of Pesendorfer (2002). It differs, however,

primarily in that perishability rules out intertemporal demand accumulation among shoppers. Rather, a

multi-product retail assortment ensures that demand builds horizontally, or among consumers who vary in
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their willingness to shop. Specifically, assume each of j = 1, 2, 3, ...,m retailers sells i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n products,

where products are either offered for sale (n1), or not (n2)so that n = n1 + n2. Loyal consumers constitute

a proportion αi/m (0 < αi < 1) of all consumers, while there are (1−αi) non-loyals. Loyals do not shop for

the lowest-price product, so purchase from store j so long as the price is below their reservation price for that

product, vhi. All consumers buy an entire basket of n goods each period, so loyals purchase n1+n2 from store

j whether there is a sale or not. If there is no sale, they buy all n products at the non-sale price. On the

other hand, non-loyals seek the lowest cost basket of n goods by shopping among all m retailers. Therefore,

they search fo the store that offers the most products on promotion, and buy all products offered for sale at

the discount price (pi) if this price lies below the reservation price, vhi (vhi > pi). Retailers pay a random

wholesale price ci, however, it is not necessary for ci to lie below the sale price for each product provided

that total store profit is greater than zero, thus admitting the possibility of a true loss leader. By shopping

among stores, shoppers reduce the average price they pay for their entire basket by not buying until they find

a set of prices they are willing to pay. Retailers compete for shoppers by varying the number of sale products

offered. As potential demand accumulates within the category, competing retailers will offer more and more

goods on sale until shoppers are induced to buy. The “winning” retailer receives all of the non-loyal business,

selling all n1j goods to non-loyals and n2j to loyals at the sale price where n1j = max[n11, n12, n13, ...n1m]. In

this way, selling non-sale products to shoppers compensates retailers for the lower margins received during a

sale period. Implicitly, therefore, this mechanism describes the complementarity between leaders and other

goods that is key to multi-product retail pricing as described by Holton (1957), Bliss (1988), or Giulietti and

Waterson (1997).

To further simplify the solution, assume also that the proportion of each consumer-type, the total number

of consumers and all prices are symmetric among the goods. Given both the share and category effects of a

sale, total store profit during a promotion is:

πj =
X
i∈n2j

(αj/m+ (1− α))(vh,ij − cij) +
X
i∈n1j

(αj/m+ (1− αj))(pij − cij), (1)

where n1j is the number of sale-priced goods offered by retailer j. The intuition underlying this specification
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of the demand function is straightforward. Retailers would like to charge the highest possible price for all

products, but recognize that the latent demand from non-loyal consumers builds as they search over stores

that do not offer a sufficient number of sale products to attract them. Once a certain critical mass of

shoppers is reached, it pays a retailer to cut his price on more products, thereby attracting this entire group

of shoppers. Clearly, the value of n1j must be such that each retailer has an incentive to avoid offering all nj

products on sale, thus immediately earning the entire market. In the absence of a sale, however, retailers

sell all nj goods to only their loyal customers at their reservation, or list price. If this is the case, Sobel

(1984) shows that the retailer effectively has a monopoly over its loyal customers, so derives a total profit of:

πj =
X
i∈nj

(αj/m)(vh,ij − cij), (2)

by selling all nj products to loyal customers at their reservation price.

Varian (1980) shows that there is no pure-strategy equilibrium to such a pricing game. Rather, he uses

the logic developed by Butters (1977) in arguing that price dispersion among stores can be supported as

a mixed strategy equilibrium. In order for a mixed strategy equilibrium (MSE) to exist, the amount of

expected profit earned by using a price promotion strategy must be the same as that expected to be earned

from focusing entirely on high valuation consumers. To solve for the price distribution underlying the MSE,

however, it is first necessary to describe the way in which retailers set prices.

Each retailer sets its price and promotion strategies for all products simultaneously. Supermarkets are

assumed to be monopolistically competitive as stores are differentiated by location and other factors, but

make zero economic profits after competing in prices. Therefore, each retailer decides whether to price at

consumers’ reservation price, or to set a promotional price below this level and, if he decides to offer a sale,

how many products to discount. In setting these prices, a retailer observes the state of demand as summarized

by his share of the market (αj/m) and uncertain wholesale prices, cij . Retailers will only supply a set of

products nj if the total profit attainable is non-negative. Therefore, conditional on the state of demand,

assume the price of each product i offered by firm j is drawn from a marginal probability density function

fij(pij) with corresponding distribution function Fij(pij). This density function defines the randomization

strategy retailers use to compete for non-loyal consumers. In doing so, however, firm j will offer the lowest
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price on product i only if all other −j = 1, 2, ..., m− 1 firms offer a higher price. Assuming symmetric price

distributions, firm j will have the lowest price with probability (1 − Fij(pij))
m−1. Therefore, at least one

of the other m− 1 firms will offer a lower price on product i with probability (1− (1 − Fij(pij))
m−1), and

thereby count one product toward its total offering of the largest number of promotional products for that

week. Assuming the marginal price distributions are symmetric over both products and firms, the joint

distribution over all n1j products offered on sale by each firm is:

F−j(p) = (1− (1− Fij(pij))
mj−1)n1j , (3)

which is the distribution of the lowest price offered by firms other than firm j defined now, of course, over

a vector of prices. To solve for the specific form of the price distribution of firm j, it is necessary to first

solve for the profit of firm j in terms of F−j(p) and then solve for Fj(p) in terms of the parameters of the

profit function. In this way, both the form and existence of a mixed strategy equilibrium in loss-leaders is

derived.

Taking the price distribution as given, the expected profit for firm j during a sale period is the sum of

profit from loyal and non-loyal consumers buying each product multiplied by the probability of winning the

non-loyal market:

E[πj ] =

X
i∈n2j

(αj/m+ (1− αj))(vh,ij − cij) +
X
i∈n1j

(αj/m+ (1− αj))(pij − cij)

 (1− F−j(p)), (4)

But, the mixed strategy equilibrium requires this level of profit to equal the profit during non-sale periods

in which the firm sells only to loyal consumers, or:

X
i∈n
(αj/m)(vh,ij − cij) (5)

=

X
i∈n2j

(αj/m+ (1− αj))(vh,ij − cij) +
X
i∈n1j

(αj/m+ 1− αj)(pij − cij)

 (1− F−j(p)),
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Solving for the distribution of the minimum prices charged by all other m− 1 gives:

F−j(p) =

1−
P
i∈n
(αj/m)(vh,ij − cij)P

i∈n2j
(αj/m+ (1− αj))(vh,ij − cij) +

P
i∈n1j

(αj/m+ (1− αj))(pij − cij)

 . (6)

Assuming symmetry among products, firm j draws its sale prices from a joint distribution over n1j products

on the support [vhj , cj ], which, given (3) above, is defined as:

Fj(p)= (7)

=1−
Ã
1−

µ
1− nj(αj/m)(vh,j − cj)

n2j(αj/m+ (1− αj))(vh,j − cj) + n1j(αj/m+ (1− αj))(pj − cj)

¶1/n1j!1/(mj−1)
.

for each store j. Because this distribution represents an equilibrium pricing strategy, retailers always offer

some products priced at the promotional level in order to attract otherwise non-loyal customers, or traffic.

In practice, this equilibrium provides a snapshot of one point in a process by which a retailer offers an

increasing number of products for sale, selling only to his loyal customers, until eventually offering the most

discounted products in the market. At this point, he captures all of the non-loyal shoppers in the market and

sells this group both the discounted and non-discounted products. If this distribution does indeed describe

but one point in an ongoing pricing competition between retailers, then a winning retailer maintains n1j

goods on promotion until another retailer offers more. Although this may appear to lead to a convergent

process whereby retailers offer more and more products on sale until every store follows an everyday-low-price

(EDLP) strategy, it may instead explain the movement of grocery retailers toward supercenter and club-store

formats, where one benefit is the ability to offer a wider assortment of products on sale each week. In order

to test whether (7) represents a realistic description of pricing practice, we use the limits of support for

Fj(p) to solve for two structural equations — for the number of sale products and magnitude of the discount

— that are amenable to econometric estimation as part of the broader impact-testing process. Moreover,

specifying a more general econometric model of total store sales provides estimates of each strategy’s effect

on total store sales.

While equation (7) shows how price dispersion in a multi-product environment can be an equilibrium
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outcome, the model developed here is as much one of promotional breadth as it is a rationalization for price

dispersion. The breadth of a promotion, defined as the number of products on sale in equilibrium, is found

by solving for n1j at the lower support of (7), or where the probability of store j offering the lowest price is

zero, or Fj(p) = 0. When the probability of having a sale is zero, the number of sale products is:

n1j =

µ
(nj(αj/m)− n2j(αj/m+ (1− αj)))(vh,j − cj)

(αj/m+ (1− αj))(pj − cj)

¶
. (8)

So the number of sale products is expected to rise in the total number of products in the category, the

proportion of high-valuation consumers and the depth of the promotion, but is inversely related to the

margin earned on promoted items. This result — that the number of sale products rises with the proportion

of high-valuation consumers — is opposite to Raju, Srinivasan and Lal (1990) who argue that the likelihood

of promoting a single product is lower for products with stronger brand loyalty. More importantly, however,

note that the number of promoted products and the depth of the promotion are directly related, meaning

that depth and breadth are complementary tools as opposed to substitutes as is more commonly assumed

to be the case (Banks and Moorthy 1999). Further, because retailers compete for shoppers on the basis of

the average cost of their entire basket of goods, it is clear that th intensity of competitive behavior will be

reflected in both the breadth and depth of the equilibrium promotional strategy.

Differentiating (8) with respect to the equilibrium price shows that the number of sale products falls

as the sale price rises. Because non-loyal consumers buy their entire basket from the store that offers the

lowest-cost set of sale goods, prices at rival retailers are implicitly strategic complements, or: ∂pj/∂p−j > 0.

In other words, a price increase by a rival will cause a retailer to raise its own price, which in turn leads to

a reduction in the number of sale products. This illustrates the fundamental complementarity between the

depth of a promotion and the number of promoted products — if the promotional price is reduced during

a sale, then a competitive retailer must offer more products at the sale price to maintain a given level of

profit. This result also explains the co-existence of HI-LO and EDLP stores in the same market — firms

either promote several products relatively heavily on a regular basis, or none at all. Not promoting is

also consistent with a relatively low everyday price, just as equation (8) suggests. Further, this result has

important implications for how retailers manage loss leaders. Rather than use one or two products to attract
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new customers, retailers tend to use a variety of products with dramatic discounts in order to convey the

impression that the store has generally low prices. The importance of loss-leadership in this model suggests

that the equilibrium promotion depth is another key metric of promotion intensity that arises from this

model.

Following the logic used in finding (8) above, the equilibrium “magnitude” of the sale, or the depth of

the promotion, is found by solving for the ratio of non-sale to sale margins at the lower support level of the

sale price distribution:

vhj − cj
pj − cj

=

µ
n1(αj/m+ (1− αj))

n(αj/m)− n2(αj/m+ (1− αj))

¶
. (9)

Complementarity between depth and breadth is evident here as well. A retailer will reduce prices further the

more products are on sale relative to the entire size of the category. If loss-leaders are offered, then HI-LO

retailers will tend to use more of them than, of course, retailers following an EDLP strategy. Because this

is an equilibrium model of sales, it also suggests that there will be a high correlation among stores offering

loss-leaders in a given market. In other words, we are not likely to observe a market in which only one

store offers loss-leader products. Although (8) and (9) address questions of significant theoretical research

interest, on a practical level industry members are likely to be interested in the demand impact of price

promotions.

More specifically, much of the marketing research in this area focuses on differentiating between the

impact of price promotion on: (1) volume or market share of a particular brand or variety and (2) overall

store or category-level volume (Gupta 1988; Bell, Chiang and Padmanabhan 1999; Pauwels, Hanssens and

Siddarth 2002; Chintagunta 2002). Given that the effect on share and consumer numbers are necessarily

specified in a very simple way in the theoretical model, we develop a more general econometric model to

test the impact of both tools (number of sale products and depth of discount) on product and store sales.

Further, if the depth of a promotion is indeed relatively more important to store, as opposed to product-level

sales, rival prices are likely to become more important at the store-level to the extent that they affect the

perceived depth of a store’s promotion. Clearly, however, the relative impact of price promotions on product

or store-level sales is a critical empirical question — one that is addressed in the next section.
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4 Econometric Model of Price Promotion

Whereas other empirical tests of theoretical price-dispersion models seek to explain the probability that

a single product is offered for sale (Villas-Boas 1995, Pesendorfer 2002), this is clearly less relevant in a

multi-product context where at least one product is offered on promotion at all times. Further, models of

promotion effectiveness typically estimate only the demand side of the retail pricing problem and do not

recognize the endogeneity of prices and the number of products offered for sale. Consequently, this paper

adopts a structural approach to estimating the supply and demand for perishable products sold on promotion

(Chintagunta 2002; Cotterill, Putsis and Dhar 2000; Besanko, Gupta and Jain 1998; Berry, Levinsohn and

Pakes 1995). With this approach, equations describing optimal pricing rules are typically derived from the

first order conditions for profit maximization and then estimated simultaneously with a demand system.

Simultaneous estimation is necessary because profit maximization implies a set of cross-equation restrictions

between optimal pricing rules and the demand equations. In the current example, however, equilibrium

prices and the number of products offered for sale are described by (8) and (9) above, so we estimate these

equations along with a general product-level demand system. In this way, the empirical model is able to:

(1) test among alternative hypotheses regarding the number of products offered on sale during any given

period (breadth of a promotion), (2) test hypotheses regarding the size of retail promotions (depth), and (3)

determine the relative impact of promotional depth and breadth on individual product and category volume.

Conceptually, the econometric model consists of three sets of structural equations, based on the theoretical

model of retail competition outlined above. Each of these sets of equations are explained in greater detail

below, but are summarized here. The first consists of a discrete, count-data regression in which the number

of products on promotion across all product categories at each retail chain is a function of own- and rival-

measures of the depth of a promotion, the retail-wholesale margin, the total number of products sold, and

retailing costs. Second, pricing decisions are defined in terms of the depth of promotion offered each week

on a representative "sale" product. Promotional depth is measured as the difference between the price

in the previous week and the price in the current week of a representative product from each category.

This approach is necessary because using an "average sale magnitude" over all products would obscure the

difference between normal price variation and a true price promotion. Further, because this representative
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product is not discounted each period, the model of promotion depth is estimated as a Tobit, or censored-

regression model. Promotional depth is hypothesized to depend on the number of products offered on sale,

the number of products offered in total, the average margin earned on non-sale products, rival measures

of promotional intensity, and retailing costs. In order to account for the simultaneous nature of pricing,

sales breadth and demand, fitted values from each of the first two models are substituted into a general two-

level model of retail demand. Specifically, the demand model includes both lower-level, individual product

demands (intra-store) as well as upper-level, product category demands (inter-store) in order to separate

product-specific from overall store effects (Hausman 1997). In this way, the empirical procedure accounts for

both individual product as well as inter-category and inter-store, or competitive, effects of a price promotion.

In the first stage, hypotheses regarding the determinants of the number of products offered for sale each

week by each chain in each market are tested. Because the number of sale products, n1j , is a multi-variate

discrete variable, it is necessary to use an approach that explicitly accounts for the count-data nature of the

dependent variable. More formally, the number of products on promotion during a given week are assumed

to arrive according to a Poisson process, which is written in general form:

Pr[n1jt = kjt] =
λkjte−λ

kjt!
, kjt = 0, 1, 2, ... (10)

where n1jt is the number of products offered on promotion in week t by store j, and λ is the average number

of products offered for sale during a typical week. Within this general framework, hypotheses regarding the

the number of sale products offered by retailer j are tested by allowing λ to vary with a vector of explanatory

variables, Zj , according to:

lnλj = β0Zj + εjt, (11)

where Zj is a vector of factors in the structural model outlined above, namely the total number of products

sold by retailer j, the change in sales from the previous non-sale period, an estimate of the average margin

obtained on sale products, the depth of the discounts offered, the number of products offered for sale and

in total by rivals, and rival margins. Because each of these variables is endogenous to the j retailer’s

decision, lagged values of each are used as instruments. Moreover, the Poisson model is often criticized for
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implicitly assuming that the conditional mean and variance are equal. In practice, researchers typically reject

this maintained hypothesis, finding instead that the variance is greater than the mean — a condition called

“overdispersion.” Overdispersion leads to inconsistent estimates of the entire parameter vector. Consequently,

generalizations of the basic model take this into account, wherein the distribution of εjt determines the

specific form of the alternative model. Specifically, if g(εjt) is gamma distributed, then n1jt follows a

negative binomial distribution with density:

f(n1jt) =

µ
1

Γ(νjt)

¶µ
νjtn1jt
ψjt

¶vjt
exp

µ−νjtn1jt
ψjt

¶
1

ψjt
, (12)

where ψjt is the mean of the process, νjt is the precision parameter, and Γ is the gamma density function

(Cameron and Trivedi 1986). Cameron and Trivedi (1986) develop a simple regression-based test for overdis-

persion that is useful in selecting between a Poisson and the more general negative binomial models. Under

the null hypothesis of no overdispersion, the variance of n1jt is equal to its mean, but under the alternative,

the variance is some function of the mean:

H0 : V [n1jt] = ψjt (13)

H1 : V [n1jt] = ψjt + γh(ψjt), (14)

where they assume simple linear or quadratic functional forms for h(ψjt). With either of these assumptions,

testing for overdispersion then involves running linear regressions of the variance of n1jt on each h(ψjt) and

conducting t-tests for the significance of γ. If this parameter is significantly different from zero, the Poisson

specification is rejected in favor of the negative binomial. Once this model is estimated, fitted values of n1jt

are then used in a second-stage model of retailer pricing behavior.

The second model describes the equilibrium pricing rules followed by each retailer, or the amount by

which they choose to discount sale products. In single-product models of retail promotion, the magnitude

of a discount and its probability are typically regarded as simultaneous decisions (Lal and Villas-Boas 1998;

Jeuland and Narasimhan 1985). In a multi-product context, however, equation (9) shows that the depth of

a promotion is related to the proportion of a store’s products offered for sale, as well as competitive factors
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that describe the relative costs and benefits of promoting each product. To test the individual effect of each

factor on promotional depth, we specify this structural equation in a manner amenable to estimation on a

product-level basis. However, because each store typically offers many sale products on any given week, it

is not possible nor necessary to explain the price of each product offered on sale. Rather, one product is

chosen as a “representative sale product” from within each sub-category (ie. apples, grapes and oranges)

and the depth of its discount is estimated as a function of the vector Xj and the size of the promotion

offered on similar products in rival stores. In this way, the model accounts for any potential substitute or

complementary relationships both within and among stores.

By definition, however, the dependent variable in this model is not continuous. In fact, the variable

measuring promotional depth is usually zero, but is non-zero during sale periods. Because each dependent

variable is censored at zero, the sale-depth model is estimated as a set of simultaneous Tobit models — one

equation representing the promotion of each representative product. Defining the depth of a promotion for

product i = 1, 2, ...n1j offered by store j = 1, 2, ...m as dij = (vh,ij − pij), the set of Tobit equations is

written:

d∗ij =
X
−i∈−n1

γijd−ij +
X
−j∈−m

γ−jid−ji +
X
k∈K

αkXk + ε2ij, dij = max[0, d
∗
ij ], (15)

for allm stores and representative sale products. Following the theoretical model above, equation (9) suggests

that the vector Xj consists of the ratio of the total number of individual SKUs in each category, nj , to total

sale products, n1j, the average margin earned on sale-products, (pij − cij), proxies for total store traffic,

which are defined as reference product volume, qij , and the incremental sales volume during promotion weeks

for the sale product q1ij − q0ij, as well as rival price, margin and product-count variables. As in the previous

model, lagged values for all endogenous explanatory variables are used to avoid collinearity between equation

errors and the dependent variable. Further, fitted values from the discount model serve as instruments for

endogenous promotion variables in the demand model, which is described next.

A third econometric model estimates the impact of each of these measures of “promotion intensity” —

the number of products offered on sale and the depth of promotion — on individual product and category

volume. In doing so, we explicitly recognize that each of these outcomes is determined simultaneously.

As such, it would clearly be preferable to estimate all three stages together in one model. However, given
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the inherent complexity of the retail-sales decision framework, there is econometric approach that can deal

with the non-standard structure of each component in a consistent, simultaneous way. Consequently, fitted

values of the Poisson intensity parameter from the first stage and fitted promotional-depth values from the

second-stage Tobit model are used as instrumental variables in the retail demand model.

If perishable products are offered for sale as loss-leaders, it is expected that their impact will be felt in

two ways: (1) directly on own-product sales volume, and (2) indirectly on category volume. In order to

increase store profitability, however, it is necessary that a promotion not only cause consumers to reallocate

spending among products in a given cateogory, but to expand total category volume. Consequently, the

demand model accounts for both individual product and category choice effects. To do so, the model is

specified in terms of a two-level demand system, which is consistent with both consumer budget-allocation

behavior and endogeneity of the promotion decision (Hausman 1997).

In a two-level demand system, the lower-level consists of individual product choice, or budget share

equations (wi), within a given product category, while the upper-level equations (Qj) consist of category

choice equations. However, given the effect of price-promotions outlined above, namely as loss-leaders within

a multi-product, imperfectly competitive environment, here we model the upper-level equations as describing

consumers’ choice among stores, not product categories. At the lower-level, on the other hand, the empirical

model estimates the extent to which consumers substitute among different products once attracted to a

particular store. Consequently, the upper-level equations here consist of the sales of each store relative to

others in a particular market.2 Taken together, the response model forms a theoretically consistent two-level

demand system with strategic elements. Theoretical consistency in this context means that the demand

system describes budget allocation within one branch of an S-branch utility tree in a way that adheres to

the restrictions implied by constrained consumer utility maximization (Brown and Heien 1972; Anderson

1979).

Specifically, at the lower-level, the demand system consists of six share equations, representing the three

sale products and “all others” within each fruit subcategory, while the upper-level consists of a single equation

2While we refer to store-level data and decisions to remain comparable to common usage in the literature, the econometric
analysis is more correctly conducted at the chain-level within each market. Price points are homogeneous across all stores in
each market for each chain.
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representing all fresh fruit sales. Selection of the forms of this two-level system is constrained by the

requirement that either: (1) the upper-level (among category allocation) is weakly separable and the lower-

level (within category allocation) is homothetic-separable, or (2) the upper-level is additive (block) separable

and the lower-level is of general form (Anderson 1979). Because the restriction of homothetic-separability

on the individual product demands is unrealistic, we choose the latter and specify the upper-level demand

equation as a linear-expenditure system (LES) and the lower-level demands as a linear-approximate Almost

Ideal Demand System (LAIDS).

In addition, this model also accounts for the simultaneity of sales-response, the decision to promote

products within each category and the depth of the promotion. To accomplish this in a straightforward

way, a generalized Heckman approach is used wherein index values for each of the discrete variables in the

prior stages are substituted into the third-stage model prior to estimation. As such, this method is similar to

the class of simultaneous equations models with discrete / continuous selectivity developed by Lee, Maddala

and Trost (1980). Given each of these considerations, the LES upper-level demands are written:

Xj = PjQj = Θj1Pj +Θj2

(Y −X
r∈R

PrQr) +
X
j∈m
Θj3D̂j +

X
j∈m
Θj4n̂1j +

X
s∈S
Θs5Ms + µ1,

 (16)

while the LAIDS, lower-level demands are given as:

wij = pijqij/Xj = θij0 +
X
l

θijl1 ln pij1 +
X
k

θijk2 ln

µ
Xj

Pj

¶
+ θij3d̂ij + θij4n̂1ij +

X
t

θij5Mijt + µij2, (17)

where µ1 and µij2 are iid normal error terms, j indexes a particular store, r indexes all stores in a given

market, Dj is the average markdown among sale products in store j, Y is total consumer income, Xj is

total fruit expenditure within store j, n̂1j is the number of sale products offered by store j, and Mj is a

set of store-demand variables that includes the number of products offered on promotion by rival stores,

the total number of products stocked by rivals, rival price, margins and discount levels. At the lower-level,

wij is the store-expenditure share of each product, pij is the shelf-price of each product i in store j, d̂jk is

the depth of promotion for each representative sale item, n̂1ij is the total number of products in category

i offered on promotion in store j, and Mjt is a set of t store-level demand variables that includes the total
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number of products in category i, as well as the the number of products stocked and promoted by rivals.

Products in this model are defined to include a “sale” and “non-sale” aggregate within each fruit type in

order to estimate the effect of a promotion on sales of the promoted product and the category as a whole.

While the definition of a “sale” product is provided in more detail below, the “non-sale” aggregate consists

of all product codes of each type of fruit that are not chosen as the representative, or sale item. Non-sale

prices, therefore, are indices calculated across all products within a particular category other than the one

that is being promoted. Because the size of the discount and the number of products offered on promotion

are endogenous, instruments for each variable are created by calculating the Poisson and Tobit indices,

respectively, from equations (12) and (15) above and substituting them into (16) and (17):

d̂ji = max[0, d
∗
jk], D̂j =

X
k

d̂jk/Kj , (18)

n̂1j = E[n̂1j ] = λ̂j , (19)

By accounting for the simultaneity of each decision in this way all parameter estimates will be consistent,

but not as efficient as they would be if they were all estimated in one step. Due to the complexity of the

empirical model, however, doing so is not feasible. Further, note that in the LAIDS model, lnPj is a Stone

price index calculated as: lnPj =
P
i

wij ln pi for all j = 1, 2, ...m stores. At the lower-level the restrictions

of symmetry and homogeneity are tested and imposed with the following parameter restrictions:

X
i

θi0 = 1,
X
i

θil1 = 0,
X
i

θi3 = 0,
X
l

θil1 = 0. (20)

As is well known, however, the LAIDS parameters lack a direct interpretation, so price elasticities are

calculated as:

εi1 = −δi + (θil1 + θi3wi)/wl, (21)

while the expenditure elasticity for each store is:

ηi = −1 + θi3/wi, ∀ i = 1, 2, ...n, (22)
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where δi is Kronecker’s delta and all other parameters are defined in (17).

At the upper-level, own-price elasticities provide a measure of market power for each store, while the

cross-price elasticities are interpreted as strategic response parameters. In terms of the parameters of (16),

the LES own-price elasticities are written:

Ωjj = −1 + (1−Θj2)Θj1/Qj , (23)

while the cross-price elasticities are:

Ω−jj = −Θj2(P−jΘ−j1/PjQj , (24)

for rival stores in the same market, indexed by −j. Own and cross-elasticities can also be defined for the

promotion magnitude and number of sale products in an obvious way. Estimating this entire set of equations

is only possible with a broad, panel data set of high-frequency scanner data, which are described more fully

in the next section.

5 Data and Methods

The data for this study consist of two years of weekly store-level scanner data for a variety of fresh fruits

supplied by Fresh Look Marketing, Inc. of Chicago, IL. Product-level (UPC or PLU code) price and quantity

data are provided for each chain in six regional markets, for a total of 20 cross-sectional observations, each

of 104 weeks in length. Because of the volume of individual product codes involved, the sample consists of

a representative group of high-volume products within the fresh fruit category. Although the data describe

all varieties of fresh apple, navel and valencia oranges, and all varieties of table grape, we capture the multi-

product nature of produce retailing while maintaining analytical tractability by defining one “sale product”

and an aggregate "all other" from each category — apples, grapes and oranges. However, stores vary in their

offerings and product descriptions, so it is not possible to define one standard product from each category

across all chains and markets. Rather, the sale product is defined according to the following criteria: (1) the
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product must be offered in all 104 weeks of the sample, (2) it must be among the top three products within

the category in sales volume, (3) its price must change at least twice by at least 10% on a week-to-week basis,

and (4) if a bulk (bagged) product is chosen to represent one chain in a particular market, then an equivalent

bulk (bagged) product is chosen from other chains in the same market. Defined this way, each sale product

represents a key category-driver in each store and a transparent point of reference for both consumers and

all competing stores in the same market. For each sale product, a price promotion is defined as a reduction

in price greater than or equal to 10% from the previous week’s average selling price. Alternative definitions

of 5% and 15% were considered, but the results did not differ appreciably from those reported here. The

"number of sale products" variable is calculated by counting all PLUs with shelf prices at least 10% below

their level in the previous week. For each category, the “all other” price index is a value-weighted average of

all PLUs that are not the sale product, while the "all other" quantity variable is a simple volume sum. All

rival prices are also calculated as value-weighted averages for the same PLU in all other stores in the same

market. All prices and quantities are expressed in dollars per pound and pound-equivalents where bagged

products are sold.

In addition to variables that can be calculated from the scanner data — such as the number of products

on sale, the total number of different products offered to consumers, the average depth of promotion or rival

activities, the average margin and the change in category sales — each model contains a set of exogenous

factors that may otherwise influence the decision in question. Exogenous variables in the first-stage, count-

data model include estimates of the average margin for each product and retailer as well as a retailing cost

index. Margins are calculated as the shelf price less the prevailing wholesale price for the appropriate

week. Wholesale prices, in turn, are obtained from either the Washington Growers Clearing House (apples)

or NASS-USDA (grapes and oranges) and represent average FOB shipping-point prices across all sizes and

grades. As such, these prices do not exactly represent the variety of products offered at retail, but changes

in a representative FOB price will be highly correlated with changes in any wholesale price defined in a

more specific way. Retailing input prices include an index of wages paid in the food-retail sector and are

obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics on a monthly basis. All variables are left in nominal, rather

than real, terms. With these data, the empirical models described above are estimated in three-stages
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using maximum likelihood. The final-stage standard errors are corrected for the induced heteroskedasticity

inherent in this estimation procedure in the usual way (Greene 2001). Table 1 summarizes all of the data

used in this analysis.

6 Results and Implications

Prior to testing the central hypotheses of the paper, a series of specification tests are conducted to ensure

that each model is appropriate to the problem at hand. This section presents the results from applying tests

specific to each of the three models: (1) a count-data model for the number of sale products, (2) a Tobit

model for retailers’ equilibrium pricing decisions, and (3) a two-level LES / LAIDS model to determine the

relative impact of price discounts and the number of products on promotion. Ultimately, the results are

used to compare the relative effectiveness of the depth of promotions versus their breadth.

In the first-stage, the question is whether a Poisson model or Negative Binomial model is preferred.

Selecting between these two alternatives depends upon whether there is evidence of overdispersion in the

data. If so, then a Negative Binomial is appropriate. The regression-based specification test of Cameron an

Trivedi (1986) involves regressing the Poisson variance against the squared-mean. A t-test finds that the

resulting regression parameter, in table 2, is significantly different from zero at a 5% level of significance

for each product-model. Consequently, the remaining results in table 2 are found using a Negative Binomial

model. As equation (9) indicates, the number of sale products is expected to rise with the total number

of products in the category and in the size of the discount, but fall in the retail-wholesale margin. After

controlling for several measures of retailing cost, it is clear from these results that promotional breadth

and depth are indeed complementary, as expected. Specifically, the larger the discount offered on any

individual product, the more products need to be offered on sale in order to maintain a constant level of

profit. This result is somewhat counter-intuitive as it suggests that retailers cannot make up for maintaining

few sale items by offering a small number of loss-leaders. Rather, similar to Banks and Moorthy (1999), a

retailer either adopts a HI-LO strategy and attempts to win all of the low-valuation consumer business, or

adheres to an EDLP or an EDHP (everyday-high-price) strategy and does not compete for the other market

segment. Second, the number of sale products falls in the average margin. Intuitively, if a retailer "buys"
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low-valuation consumers by taking a lower margin on high-valuation consumers, they will offer fewer sale

products the less incremental profit they expect to earn from the low-valuation segment. Further, a retailer

can expect to earn less on complementary impulse-buy products, so will offer fewer products the lower the

margin he expects to earn. Third, if a retailer expects a promotion to be successful, then the number of

sale products rises with expected category sales. Clearly, if sales are intended to build traffic through the

store, a promise of success will cause the retailer to promote more aggressively. However, this measure is

only a proxy for category volume as it combines both the number of consumers and individual purchase

volume. Fourth, the more different types of products (stock keeping units, or SKUs) sold by a retailer, the

more it will offer on promotion at any given time. This result is intuitive because a retailer would have to

offer a similar proportion of goods on sale to maintain a perception of promoting as aggressively as a rival

with fewer SKUs in total. It is also similar to Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) in that product-variety represents

an important equilibrium outcome in addition to per-product output and retail price.

A fifth set of variables measures the strength of competitive reaction in terms of both prices and number

of sale products. These variables can be thought of as measuring the degree of loyalty to a particular store

as loyalty only has meaning relative to the strength or weakness of competitive interaction. If rival stores

follow relatively high-price strategies, then there is less pressure for a retailer to promote aggressively. The

results in table 2 show that this is generally the case, although the parameter estimates are not significant

for all products. Moreover, it is expected that more sale products and total products offered by rivals

will induce a like reaction from each store. However, the estimates find that retailers rather adopt an

accommodation or “puppy dog” strategy and reduce sale offerings in the face of aggressive promotion by

rivals. This result is similar to that predicted by Narasimhan (1988) who suggests that retailers with larger

loyal segments tend to promote less frequently and with smaller discounts. If a retailer does enjoy a large

loyal market segment, then he need not sacrifice profit in order to maintain share in the face of a rival’s

frequent promotions. Retailers do, however, increase the number of products offered for sale the greater the

number of total products offered by rivals. Again, this result provides evidence that variety, as measured

by the number of products offered for sale, is an element of any monopolistically competitive equilibrium

among retail supermarkets in the sense of Dixit and Stiglitz (1977). The complementary role of discounting,
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however, is unique to this study.

[table 2 in here ]

Table 3 presents several goodness-of-fit measures for each Tobit model. Both the likelihood ratio chi-

square statistic and the F-statistic of the overall model suggest that each model is preferred to a null

alternative. As these are, however, only weak tests, this table also offers a more direct test of the Tobit

specification. Namely, if the Tobit “normalizing” parameter, α, is significantly different from zero, then

the non-censored alternative is rejected. Given that the Tobit is appropriate for these data, table 3 also

presents the normalized MLE coefficients used to test each hypothesis regarding promotional depth. Based

on the theoretical model given in (8), the magnitude of any given promotion, or the depth of the discount,

will be negatively related to the total number of products displayed, the expected incremental gains from

the promotion and the proportion of high-valuation consumers. On the other hand, the size of any discount

is expected to rise in the number of sale products and the margin earned on them.

For each product, the complementarity between promotional breadth and depth appears to be the most

important factor in determining the size of a discount. Retailers appear to recognize the fact that capturing

market share requires a greater investment the more intense the competition for critical market segments.

Further, the results in table 3 also support the hypothesized effect of total category size on promotional

intensity. For each product, the size of the discount falls the more total products are offered, which suggests

that variety and promotion are competitive substitutes rather than complements. Although the evidence

is less clear, firms that earn higher margins also promote more intensely than others. According to the

estimates in table 3, HI-LO retailers use higher margins, on average, to justify their use of deep promotions

on loss-leaders as a means of increasing store traffic. Retailers also tend to reduce discounts if they expected

greater gains in category sales. Although promotional response to rival behavior tends to be statistically

weaker, it is nonetheless generally significant. Specifically, retailers raise discounts the greater the variety

offered by competitors, but reduce discounts as rivals raise the number of products on sale. As before, this

result can be interpreted as an accomodative, or "puppy dog" strategy wherein aggressive behavior by a

rival elicits a passive response in reply. If rivals charge relatively high margins, retailers in the same market

appear to discount more heavily, suggesting that there are more rents in the market to be gained through
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a successful promotion. Although discounts and sale-product numbers are complementary, the theoretical

model does not suggest which should be more effective in increasing share or total category sales. .

[table 3 in here]

To explore this issue, the third estimation stage consists of one market-level LES equation that captures

any potential store-level demand expansion effects, and five product-level LAIDS expenditure-share equa-

tions.3 According to the goodness-of-fit statistics in table 4, the LES regression is highly significant and

explains much of the variation in store-level sales. In this table, all results are expressed as elasticities, so

suggest that fruit category sales for an individual store are quite inelastic and only weakly responsive to prices

in other stores in the same market, although the effect is highly statistically significant. More important

for purposes of this paper, however, store sales rise significantly in both the number of products offered on

sale and the size of the associated discount. In terms of their relative elasticity values, promotional breadth

appears more effective than depth in generating traffic. Thus, loss-leadership may not, in fact, be optimal.

Instead, given the complementary effects of breadth and depth, a store may be better off by offering a broad

array of products on sale, but not necessarily taking a loss on each. Because few consumers actually recall

what constitutes a “normal” shelf price, the announcement effect of crowding a food-page ad with many dif-

ferent sale products may indeed be an effective strategy. Whereas the first two, product-level stages of the

analysis — the number of sale products and the size of discount — suggest that inter-store rivalry in produce

marketing is not likey to be nearly as important as own-discount and sale strategies, rivarly appears to be far

more significant at the store-level. Measured in terms of category-averages, prices between retailers in the

same market appear to be statistically significant, yet somewhat small, strategic-substitutes. This result is

consistent with industry observations that retailers, despite relatively high local market shares, tend to face

aggressive competition from not only supermarkets, but a host of other retail food store formats. At this

level of analysis, however, it is difficult to tell whether incremental volume is due to selling more loss-leader

products or if store traffic has indeed increased.

[table 4 in here]

By dividing each product into “sale” and “non-sale” sub-groups, the model is able to determine whether

3Hausman (1997) employs a similar approach in estimating the share and category effects of introducing new cereal brands.
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any positive effect on volume results from selling more discounted products or if demand for all products has

risen. If discounts only serve to increase promoted product-share, then the higher store volumes found in

the market-level LES model will not likely lead to higher profit. In fact, the elasticity estimates in table 5

show that price discounts exhibit a nearly uniform pattern of increasing loss-leader share at the expense of

higher margin, non-sale items. However, increasing the number of products on sale has the opposite effect

of increasing high-margin product sales. Although breadth and depth have complementary effects on sales,

in this econometric framework the synergistic effect is already included in the first-stage LES model, so that

the lower-level share model provides independent, or partial estimates of the effect of each tool on its own.

With this in mind, the results in table 5 indicate that increasing promotional breadth may be preferable

to investing in fewer, loss-leader products. Further, the price elasticities reported in table 5 indicate that

nearly all products are in the vicinity of unit-elasticity. Therefore, it is not obvious that price reductions

will either increase or decrease total revenue for the promoted product. Neither does it appear to be the

case that there is sufficient demand complementarity for loss-leaders to be effective in the sense of Bliss

(1988) in increasing overall store profitability, although oranges and grapes do appear to be relatively strong

complements. In general, however, these results appear to challenge the standard loss-leader orthodoxy in

favor of more broad-based, yet shallower promotional strategies.

[table 5 in here]

7 Conclusions

This paper seeks to both explain the frequency and depth of price promotions — sales — of perishable food

products by supermarkets and determine their relative impact on individual product share and overall cate-

gory demand. A theoretical model of industry equilibrium under monopolistic competition shows that price

promotions are mixed strategy equilibria in a dynamic, multi-product environment with heterogenous con-

sumers. The conceptual model of price promotions suggests suggests several testable hypotheses regarding:

(1) the number of products offered on promotion at any given time, (2) the depth of price discount offered,

and (3) the relative impact of each on store- and category sales volume. Most importantly, and contrary to

popular belief, promotional breadth (number of products offered for sale) and depth (the magnitude of the
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discount) are complementary tools in increasing demand, rather than substitutes.

By recognizing the endogeneity of promotional prices and number of products offered on promotion, we

develop an empirical model of the equilibrium between the supply and demand for perishable products at

the retail level. Within this framework, the breadth of promotion across the product line is estimated with

a Negative Binomial count-data model, while promotional depth is estimated using a Tobit model. Fitted

values of both sale-product numbers and discount-magnitude are used as instruments in a theoretically

consistent two-level demand system framework designed to test the effect of each on product-share and

overall category demand. The data consist of two-years of weekly, store-level retail scanner price and quantity

observations for the fresh fruit category (apples, grapes and oranges) for six major U.S. markets. Estimates

of all three model components with these data provide evidence in support of the complementary relationship

between promotional depth and breadth, but show that offering more products on sale at any given time is

likely to be more effective in generating demand compared to relying on a few loss-leaders in each category.

There is also considerable evidence that price-promotions are effective tools for strategic interaction, but

overall price levels are the dominant factor in determining overall market share.

The implications of this research reach beyond the fresh fruit data that are used here. First, by estimat-

ing a more general model of price promotion that nests competing explanations such as pure rivalry, cost

variation or price discrimination, this study provides guidance for future theoretical research that has tended

to draw increasingly narrow assumptions regarding the cause of retail sales. Second, the empirical results

show that the primary effects of offering a sale for perishable goods, both in terms of the number of promoted

products and the size of the discount, are stronger than previously believed to be the case. Marketing man-

agers, therefore, may find justification in using aggressive pricing tactics in conjunction with their category

management programs. Third, existing empirical approaches to testing theories of price promotions in the

industrial organization literature, or the effectiveness of promotions in the empirical marketing literature,

must recognize that the usual explanatory variables in both are jointly endogenous so must be estimated as

such.

Future theoretical research in this area would benefit from pursuing a more general approach than that

offered here. While this research explains the existence of promotions among an important class of products,
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it may not be appropriate for others. However, this paper shows that promotional breadth — a tool that had

previously been ignored — does play an important role in food marketing strategy, so may for other products

as well. Second, future empirical research may consider a broader selection of perishable products from

categories other than fresh fruit. Allowing for a more general pattern of cross-category substitution may

provide valuable information regarding the impact of sales on other categories in the store, thereby offering

a more direct test of the loss-leader hypothesis.
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